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I. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group and suppose that G9 is of prime order. If x g G and
² : Ž² :. ²w x:x U G then for each g g G y N x we have G9 s x, g FG
² g: ² g: Žx, x , whence x, x eG. We shall call a group G a J-group G g J for}
. ² : ² g:short if each x g G satisfies either x eG or x, x eG for all g g G} }
Ž² :.y N x . This paper is devoted to the investigation of non-abelianG
1 M. H. and A. M. are grateful to the Department of Mathematics of the University of
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J-groups. These groups may be considered as a generalization of Hamilto-
nian groups. As we have just seen, they include groups with a commutator
subgroup of prime order. But this condition is not necessary. For example,
the Tarski Monsters, which are infinite simple groups with all proper
subgroups of a fixed prime order, are J-groups and, in the finite domain,
Ž .SL 2, 3 is a J-group with the commutator subgroup quaternion of order 8.
We shall see that J-groups are either close to commutativity, in some
Ž .sense, or they involve generalized Tarski Monsters.
It is clear that the J-property is inherited by subgroups and quotient
groups. Some examples of finite non-abelian J-groups are the p-groups of
order p3 for any prime p, the quaternion group of order 16, the Frobenius
groups of order pq with p, q being primes, and the above mentioned
Ž .SL 2, 3 . It is surprising that for the finitely generated infinite non-abelian
solvable groups and for the finitely generated infinite non-abelian locally
graded groups, we have: G g J if and only if G9 is of prime order
Ž .Theorem 24 and Corollary 26 . On the other hand, an infinite simple
group G is a J-group if and only if all its proper subgroups are abelian
Ž . ŽTheorem 32 . A similar result holds for infinite perfect groups Theorem
.34 .
In Section II we investigate finite J-groups. We prove in Theorem 1 that
such groups are always solvable and in Theorem 6 we characterize the
non-nilpotent finite J-groups G modulo their hypercenter, which by
Ž .Proposition 11 equals Z G . The main problem in the finite case remains3
the structure of finite p-groups belonging to J. These groups are investi-
gated in Section III. It is shown that if G g J is a non-abelian finite
Ž . Ž . Ž .p-group, then cl G F 3 and dl G s 2 Proposition 10 . This result is the
best possible, as witnessed by the quaternion group of order 16. If p ) 2,
Ž . < < 2 Ž .then exp G9 s p and G9 F p , and if p s 2 then exp G9 F 4 and
< X < 6 Ž . Ž . ŽG F 2 Theorem 13 and Corollary 22 . If p ) 3, then cl G s 2 Theo-
. Ž .rem 14 . Moreover, if p s 3 and cl G s 3, then G is almost completely
Ž .determined Theorem 23 . Since by Proposition 10 finite nilpotent J-groups
Ž .satisfy dl G F 2, it can be shown, using Theorem 6, that if G is an
Ž . Ž .arbitrary finite J-group then dl G F 3 Proposition 11 . This result is the
Ž .best possible, as witnessed by SL 2, 3 .
Section IV is devoted to solvable infinite J-groups. First we prove that if
G is a finitely generated infinite non-abelian group, then G is a solvable
Ž .J-group if and only if G9 is of prime order Theorem 24 . It follows, using
Proposition 11, that if G is an arbitrary non-abelian locally solvable
Ž .J-group, then G is solvable, dl G F 3, and either G9 is of prime order or
Ž .G is locally finite Corollary 25 . These results are also true if we replace
Ž .the word ‘‘solvable’’ by ‘‘locally graded’’ Corollary 27 . Moreover, it
follows from Theorem 24 that if G is a finitely generated infinite non-
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abelian group, then G is a nilpotent J-group if and only if G9 is a
Ž . Ž .subgroup of Z G of prime order Corollary 28 . This implies that if G is
an arbitrary non-abelian locally nilpotent J-group, then G is nilpotent,
Ž . Ž .cl G F 3, and either G9 is a subgroup of Z G of prime order or G is
Ž .locally finite Corollary 29 . Finally, if G is an infinite locally finite
J-group, then G is solvable and either G is nilpotent of class at most 3, or
Ž .GrZ G is a finite Frobenius group of the special type described in3
Ž .Theorem 5 Theorem 30 .
In Section V we describe non-solvable infinite J-groups. It is here that
the Tarski Super Monsters appear. An infinite simple group is called a
Ž .Tarski Super Monster TSM for short if all its proper subgroups are
abelian. First we show that an infinite simple group G is a J-group if and
Ž .only if it is a TSM Theorem 32 . It turns out that every infinite non-solva-
ble J-group G has a normal series 1 F K F N F G with GrN a Dedekind
Ž . Ž . Ž .group, K s Z N s F N , and NrK a TSM Theorem 33 . Moreover, we
show that a perfect infinite group is a J-group if and only if it is a Perfect
Ž .Tarski Super Monster Theorem 34 , where a Perfect Tarski Super Monster
is a perfect infinite group with all proper subgroups abelian. It is worth
mentioning that Tarski Super Monsters which are not Tarski Monsters
w xexist. It was proved by Obraztsov 5 , using Ol’shanskiı’s methods, that if Aˇ
is a nontrivial finite or countably infinite group without an involution and
Ž 77 .n is a sufficiently large fixed odd number n ) 2 ? 10 will do , then there
exists a countable 2-generator simple group G containing A, such that
every proper subgroup of G is either cyclic of order dividing n or is
conjugate to a subgroup of A. So if we take for A an arbitrary non-cyclic
finite or countably infinite abelian group, then G will be a Tarski Super
Monster, but not a Tarski Monster.
We conclude this introduction with a description of our notation. A
group is called a Dedekind group if all its subgroups are normal. A
non-abelian Dedekind group is called a Hamiltonian group. A group G is
called locally graded if each finitely generated subgroup of G has a
Ž . Ž .non-trivial finite homomorphic image. If G is a group, then Z G , Z G ,i
Ž .and Z G denote the center, the ith center, and the hypercenter of G,‘
respectively. The derived length of a solvable group G will be denoted by
Ž . Ž .dl G and the class of a nilpotent group G will be denoted by cl G . The
Ž . p ² p < :Frattini subgroup of G is denoted by F G , G s g g g G , and
Ž .  Ž² :. < 4Norm G s F N a a g G . If A F G then A denotes the core ofG G
A in G and AG denotes the normal closure of A in G. The set of elements
Ž .of finite order in an infinite group G will be denoted by T G . If x, y g G
w x y1 y1 Ž .then x, y s x y xy. If G is a finite group, then p G denotes the set
Ž .of primes which divide the order of G. If G is a finite p-group, then b G
bŽG. w Ž .x < 4 Ž . ² < pis defined by p s Max G: C a a g G and V G s g g G g sG 1
: n n1 . The generalized quaternion group of order 2 will be denoted by Q .2
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II. PROPERTIES OF FINITE J-GROUPS
In this section G denotes a finite group. First we show that finite
J-groups are solvable.
THEOREM 1. If G g J then G is sol¤able.
< <Proof. By induction on G . If all maximal subgroups of G are nilpo-
tent, then either G is nilpotent or by the Schmidt theorem G is solvable.
So we may assume that G possesses a non-nilpotent maximal subgroup M.
² : Ž² :.There exists x g M such that x U M. Let g g M y N x ; thenM
² g:H s x, x eG. As 1 - H F M - G, by induction H and GrH are}
solvable and hence G is solvable.
Next we shall determine the general structure of finite nilpotent J-
groups.
THEOREM 2. Let G be a nilpotent group. Then G g J if and only if all the
Sylow subgroups of G are J-groups and all, but at most one, are Dedekind
groups.
Proof. If all the Sylow subgroups of G are Dedekind then G is
Dedekind and G g J. Suppose, now, that all Sylow subgroups of G belong
to J and exactly one of them, say P, is non-Dedekind. Then G s P = H
Ž < < < <.with P , H s 1 and H is a Dedekind group. Let x g G and suppose
² : Ž² :.that x U G. Moreover, let g g G y N x . Then x s yz and g s ph,G
² : ² : ² : ² :where y, p g P and z, h g H, and x s y = z . As z 1 G, we
² : Ž² :.conclude that y U P and p g P y N y . Since P g J, it follows thatP
² p:y, y 1 G and hence
² g: ² p g: ² p: ² g: ² p: ² :x , x s yz , y z s y , y = z , z s y , y = z 1 G
yielding G g J.
In the other direction, suppose that P and Q are distinct non-Dedekind
Sylow subgroups of G. Then there exist p g P and q g Q such that
² : ² : ² : ² : ² :p U P and q U Q and in particular p = q s pq U G. Let
Ž² :. Ž² :.x g P y N p . Clearly x g G y N pq andP G
x x x² : ² : ² : ² :pq, pq s pq, p q s p , p = q U GŽ .
² :as q U G. Thus G f J. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
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Since the structure of Dedekind groups is known, it remains only to
determine the structure of p-groups with the J property. Results in that
direction will be proved in Section III.
From now on in this section we shall assume that G denotes a non-
nilpotent finite group. First we investigate system normalizers of such
J-groups.
PROPOSITION 3. If G g J, then a system normalizer D of G is a maximal
subgroup of G, which is abnormal in G.
Ž .Proof. Let Z s Z G . As Z F D and GrZ is a non-nilpotent group in‘
Ž .J with a system normalizer DrZ, we may assume that Z G s 1. Now D is
a subabnormal subgroup in G, so there exists H F G such that D - H
Ž .and D is abnormal and maximal in H. As N D s D, given x g H y DH
we have D x / D and hence there exists a g D such that ax f D. Thus
Ž² :. ² x:x f N a and A s a, a eG. Let N be a minimal normal subgroupG }
of G contained in A. As D s Z s 1, we conclude that N l D and byG
the maximality of D in H we get H s DN. Moreover, since D avoids
non-central principal factors of G, we have D l N s 1 and we may
x w xassume that x g N. If u g D and u g D, then u, x g D l N s 1 and
x Ž . Ž² :. ² x:u s u. Thus if ¤ g D y C x , then x f N ¤ and ¤ , ¤ eG. ButD G }
Ž . Ž . ² Ž .:N D s D, so C x - D and D y C x s D. Let V sH D D
² x: GŁ ¤ , ¤ ; then D F V 1 G, which implies H G V G D s G¤ g DyC Ž x .D
and hence D is a maximal subgroup of G, which is abnormal in G.
As a consequence of Proposition 3 we obtain
COROLLARY 4. Let G g J and let D be its system normalizer. Then:
Ž . < < r1 G : D s p for some prime p and r ) 0.
Ž . Ž .2 If P g Syl G then P 1 G.p
Ž .3 P s P l D 1 G.1
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Z P F Z G .1
Ž .Proof. Since D is maximal in the solvable group G, hence 1 holds.
Ž .Thus G s PD for P g Syl G normalized by D, yielding P 1 G asp
Ž . Ž . Ž .claimed in 2 . It follows that P 1 D, whence D j N P : N P and1 P 1 G 1
Ž .by 1 and the maximality of D in G we conclude that P 1 G, yielding1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž G.3 . As D is nilpotent, Z P F Z D and as P 1 G, Z P F Z D s1 1 1
Ž . Ž .Z G , yielding 4 .
Ž .We can now describe the structure of GrZ G for finite non-nilpotent‘
J-groups G. In Proposition 11 of Section III it will be shown that for such
Ž . Ž .groups we have Z G s Z G .‘ 3
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Ž .THEOREM 5. Let G g J. Then GrZ G is a Frobenius group with an‘
elementary abelian kernel P of order pi, i F 2, for some prime p, and with a
< < 2 < <cyclic complement D. If P s p , then D is of odd order and D di¤ides
p q 1.
Ž .Proof. Since GrZ G is non-nilpotent and belongs to J, we may‘
Ž .assume that Z G s 1. Let D be a system normalizer of G. Then‘
Ž . Ž .D s Z G s 1 and by Corollary 4 G s DP for some P g Syl G ,G ‘ p
P 1 G, and D l P s 1.
Since D is maximal in G, hence P is an elementary abelian minimal
a ² : ² :normal subgroup of G. Let x g P ; if x 1 G then P s x and
< < Ž² :. ² g: ² : ² g:P s p. Otherwise, let g g G y N x . Then x, x s x = x 1G
² : ² g: < < 2G, so P s x = x and P s p .
² :The group D is Dedekind. Indeed, if g g D then g 1 D, since
² u:otherwise g, g 1 G for some u g D, contradicting D s 1.G
We now show that G is a Frobenius group. Let x g G y D; since
Ž . ² x: xD s N D and D is maximal in G, we have G s D, D . If g g D l D ,G
² : ² : xthen, since D is Dedekind, we have g 1 D and g 1 D . But then
² : ag 1 G and as D s 1, we get g s 1. In particular, if y g P , thenG
Ž . y Ž . Ž .C y s D l D s 1 and C y s PC y s P. It follows that G is aD G D
Frobenius group with the kernel P and a complement D.
< <If P s p, then clearly D is cyclic. So assume, from now on, that
< < 2 < < < <P s p . First we show that D is odd. Suppose that D is even and let u
be an involution in D. Since D is Hamiltonian and maximal in G, it
Ž . ² x:follows from D s 1 that D s C u . Thus L s u, u 1 G for eachG G
x g Pa. Clearly L -u P and P -u L, as L is dihedral and P is elementary
abelian of order p2, p ) 2. As G is Frobenius with the kernel P, we have
< <reached a contradiction. So D is odd. Since D is a nilpotent Frobenius
complement, it follows that D is cyclic.
< <It remains to be proven that D divides p q 1. First we show that each
element of Da acts irreducibly on P. Let x g Pa and suppose that
a Ž² :. ² : Ž² :.y g D l N x . Since D is cyclic, y e D and hence D s N y .G G}
Ž² :. ² x: ² : Ž² :.² :Thus x f N y and T s y, y 1 G. But y - T F N x x , soG D
neither P F T nor T F P, contradicting the fact that T is a normal
subgroup of the Frobenius group G. Thus D is a cyclic group and each
a < <element of D acts irreducibly on P. Let r be a prime divisor of D and
² :let u g D be of order r. Then u acts irreducibly on P and hence it is an
Ž . w xirreducible cyclic subgroup of GL 2, p . By Theorem 9.4.3 in 7 we
conclude that r divides p2 y 1, but not p y 1. Hence r divides p q 1. As
< < 2 < <D is of odd order and divides p y 1, it follows that D divides p q 1, as
claimed.
We can now completely characterize finite non-nilpotent groups with a
trivial center.
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Ž .THEOREM 6. Suppose that Z G s 1. Then G g J if and only if G is a
Frobenius group with an elementary abelian kernel P of order p or p2 and a
< < 2cyclic complement D, which is of odd order di¤iding p q 1 if P s p .
Ž .Proof. If G g J and Z G s 1, then G is as stated by Theorem 5.
So suppose, now, that G is a Frobenius group with the stated properties.
Ž . < < < < < <Clearly Z G s 1. If P s p, then G9 s P s p and G g J as shown in
< < 2Section I. So suppose that P s p . If 1 / V eG then either V - P or
}
< <V G P, as G is a Frobenius group. If V - P, then V s p and since
Ž < < . Ž .G , p y 1 , we have G s C V , a contradiction. So 1 / V eG if andG }
only if V G P.
² : yLet 1 / x g G and let U s x . If U l P s 1 then U F D for some
Ž . y Ž y. Ž . gy g G and N U s D s N D . Let g g G y N U ; then U l U s 1G G G
² g: ² g:and V s x, x s U, U is a Frobenius group with the kernel P l V.
< <Since D divides p q 1 and is of odd order, we must have P l V s P, so
P F V and V eG, as required. So assume that A s U l P / 1. Then, as
}
² : ² g:U s x , we must have U - P and x, x s P 1 G for all g g G y
Ž .N U . Thus G g J in all cases and the proof is complete.G
III. PROPERTIES OF FINITE p-GROUPS BELONGING TO J
In this section G denotes a finite group and p denotes a prime. First we
² : ² :Gshow that if G g J is nilpotent, then x e x for each x g G and
}
² :hence if x g G then x is 2-subnormal in G.
² : ² :GLEMMA 7. If G g J is nilpotent, then x e x for each x g G. Hence}
² :x is 2-subnormal in G for each x g G.
² : Ž² :.Proof. If x eG then our assertion holds. Otherwise N x - GG}
Ž Ž² :.. Ž² :.and since G is nilpotent, there exists g g N N x y N x . ThusG G G
G Gg² : ² : Ž² :. ² : ² :x, x s x F N x , whence x e x .G }
From now on in this section, unless specified otherwise, G denotes a
finite p-group belonging to J. The case of a g G of order p is of special
Ž² :. Ž . ² : ² :interest, since then N a s C a , whence a eG implies a FG G }
Ž .Z G .
Ž . Ž . ² :GLEMMA 8. 1 If a g G of order p, then either a g Z G or a s
² : ² g: Ž . < Ž . <a = a for each g g G y C a and G : C a s p.G G
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 V G F Z G .1 2
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Ž .Proof. Let a g G be of order p. If a f Z G , then there exists
Ž Ž .. Ž . ² x: ² :G x Ž . ² :Gx g N C a y C a and a, a s a . But a g C a , so a sG G G G
² : ² x: ² :G ² : ² g:a = a and it follows that a s a = a for each g g G y
Ž . <² :G < 2 Ž .C a . As a s p and a f Z G , the number of conjugates of a in GG
Ž . Ž . <² :G Ž . <is p, proving 1 . Hence either a g Z G or a l Z G s p and
<² :G Ž² :G Ž .. < ² :G Ž . Ž . Ž .a r a l Z G s p, yielding a F Z G . Thus V G F Z G .2 1 2
We have seen that if G g J is a p-group and a g G is of order p, then
Ž . Ž² :.C a s N a is a normal subgroup of G of index 1 or p. We shallG G
prove now that if a is any element of a p-group G belonging to J, then
< Ž² :. < Ž² :.G : N a F p, whence N a eG.G G }
< Ž² :. <PROPOSITION 9. For all a g G we ha¤e G : N a F p. In particular,G
Ž² :.N a eG for all a g G.G }
² : < Ž² :. <Proof. Let a g G. If a eG, then G : N a s 1. Otherwise thereG}
Ž² :. ² g: ² :G < Ž . <exists g g G y N a such that A s a, a s a . Thus ArF AG
2 ² :Gs p and hence a contains p q 1 maximal subgroups. Each maximal
² : < Ž² :. <subgroup contains at most one conjugate of a , so G : N a F p q 1,G
< Ž² :. < Ž² :.yielding G : N a s p. In particular, we always have N a eG.G G }
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 10. 1 If G is not a Hamiltonian group then Norm G is
abelian.
Ž . p Ž . Ž . Ž .2 G G9 s F G F Norm G F Z G .2
Ž . Ž . p3 F G , G , and G9 are abelian.
Ž . Ž .4 cl G F 3.
Ž . Ž .5 dl G F 2.
Ž . Ž .The bounds 4 and 5 are the best possible.
Ž .Proof. By definition Norm G is a Dedekind group, so it is abelian if
w xp ) 2. If p s 2, then by Theorem 6.5.1 in 2 either G is Hamiltonian or
Ž . Ž .Norm G is abelian. This proves 1 . If a g G, then by Proposition 9 either
Ž² :. Ž² :. Ž . Ž² :.N a s G or N a is maximal in G. So F G F N a for allG G G
p Ž . Ž .a g G, whence G G9 s F G F Norm G . The second inclusion
Ž . Ž . w x Ž . Ž .Norm G F Z G follows from 8 . From F G F Z G it follows that2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cl G F 3. Thus 2 and 4 hold. If G is not Hamiltonian, then F G is
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < Ž .abelian by 1 and 2 . If G is Hamiltonian, then F G s 2, proving 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 5 . Since Q g J, the bounds 4 and 5 are the best possible.16
We are ready now to determine some basic properties of an arbitrary
finite J-group.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 11. If G is an arbitrary finite J-group, then Z G s Z G‘ 3
Ž .and dl G F 3. These results are the best possible.
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Ž . Ž .Proof. If G is nilpotent, then cl G F 3 and dl G F 2 by Proposition
Ž .10. So suppose, from now on, that G is non-nilpotent and let Z s Z G .‘
Ž .Then, by Theorem 5, GrZ is a Frobenius group. Let p s p GrZ and let
H be a Hall p-subgroup of G. Then H F Z, H eG, and there exists K, a
}
Ž < < < <.Hall p-subgroup of G, such that G s HK. Now H is nilpotent, H , K
s 1, and K stabilizes a normal series in H, so K acts trivially on H and
Ž . Ž .G s H = K. By Proposition 10 cl H F 3 and dl H F 2, whence H F
Ž .Z G and we may assume that G s K. By Theorem 5 the kernel of GrZ3
is a p-group and by Corollary 4 the Sylow p-subgroup Q of G is normal in
G. If R is a p-complement of G then G s QR and Z s ST , where
S s Z l Q and T s Z l R. Clearly, S, T eG. By Theorem 5 RZrZ is a
}
cyclic Frobenius complement of GrZ which implies that RZ, and hence
Ž < < < <.also RS, are nilpotent. Since R , S s 1, it follows that R centralizes S.
Ž .As by Proposition 10 cl Q F 3, we can find in S a normal series of length
3 which is central for Q and also for R, because R centralizes S. This
Ž .shows that S F Z G and since QZrZ is nilpotent, a similar argument3
Ž . Ž . Ž .implies that also T F Z G . Thus Z G s Z G . Moreover, since QZ is3 ‘ 3
Ž .nilpotent and by Theorem 5 GrQZ is cyclic, we conclude that dl QZ F 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and dl G F 3. Since Q , SL 2, 3 g J and cl Q s 3, dl SL 2, 3 s 3,16 16
the above results are the best possible and the proof of Proposition 11 is
complete.
PROPOSITION 12.
exp G9 F p2 .Ž .
Ž . p Ž .Proof. Since cl G F 3 and G F Norm G , we have
p Ž .p py1 r2p ² :w x w x w xa , b s a, b a, b , a g b 1Ž .
w x Ž . w x p Ž .for all a, b g G. As a, b, a g Z G , we conclude that a, b g C bG
Ž .and by 1 we get
p pw x w x1 s b , a , b s b , a, b . 2Ž .
p p Ž . Ž . Ž .Since G is abelian and G g Norm G , it follows, in view of 1 and 2 ,
that
p pŽ .p py1 r2p p p p pw x w x w x w x1 s a , b s a, b a, b , a s a, b
p 2 2 2Ž .p p py1 r2 ppw x w x w x w xs b , a s b , a b , a, b s b , a
Ž . 2for all b, a g G. Since G9 is abelian, we may conclude that exp G9 F p .
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Ž .We are now ready to prove our complete result concerning the exp G9 .
Ž .If p ) 2 then exp G9 s p, which by Proposition 10 implies that G9 is
elementary abelian.
Ž .THEOREM 13. Let G be non-abelian. If p ) 2 then exp G9 s p and if
Ž .p s 2 then exp G9 F 4. Moreo¤er, if p ) 2, then G9 is elementary abelian.
Ž .Proof. If p s 2 then by Proposition 12 exp G9 F 4, as claimed. So it
suffices to deal with the case p ) 2. Since by Proposition 10 G9 is abelian,
w x pit suffices to show that a, b s 1 for all a, b g G.
Ž .It follows from the proof of 2 that
p p pw x w x w x1 s b , a, b s a, b , a s a, b , b 3Ž .
Ž . w p x w x pand as p ) 2, 1 implies a , b s a, b and
y1p py1p pw x w x w x w xa, b s b , a s b , a s a, bŽ .
p Ž .yielding, in view of G F Norm G ,
pp p ² : ² :w x w x w xa , b s a, b s a, b g a l b . 4Ž .
² : ² : w x p Ž .If a l b s 1 then a, b s 1 as required. By 4 the same holds if
Ž . Ž² :. Ž . Ž² :.either o a s p mod Z a, b or o b s p mod Z a, b . So assume that
² : ² : ² p ny i: Ž . Ž . na l b s a / 1 and o b G o a s p ) p, and argue by induc-
Ž . Ž . p ny i ² u. p ny ition on o a q o b . Clearly, a s b for some u g Z and n y
Ž . Ž² :.i ) 1, since otherwise o a s p mod Z a, b and we are done. Now
¤p p Ž .p py1 r2yu p yu yu ww x w x w xab s a b a, b a, b , a a, b , bŽ . Ž .
Ž . p Ž .for some ¤ , w g Z and as cl G F 3, p ) 2 and G F Norm G , we get
Ž .using 3 , Proposition 10, and Proposition 12 that
2 2 2 2 p¤ pw 2 2Ž .p py1 r2p p pyu p yu yu p yuw x w x w xab s a b a, b a, b , a a, b , b s a b .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Now pny i G p2, so
p ny i ny i p ny iyu p yuab s a b s 1Ž . Ž .
Ž yu . ny i n Ž .and o ab F p - p s o a . By our inductive assumption we con-
clude that
pyup byuw x w x1 s ab , b s a, bŽ .
pw xwhence a, b s 1 and the proof is complete.
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Ž .Next we shall show that cl G F 2 if p ) 3.
Ž .THEOREM 14. If p ) 3 then cl G F 2.
Ž .Proof. By Proposition 10 cl G F 3. Assume, by contradiction, that
Ž .there exists G with cl G s 3 and choose such G of minimal order.
w xBy Theorem III, 6.5 in 4 it suffices to obtain a contradiction under the
² : ² :assumption that G s a, b . So assume that G s a, b . By the minimal-
Ž .ity of G it has a unique minimal normal subgroup and Z G is cyclic. As
Ž .cl G s 3 - p, G is a regular group. Moreover, we may assume that a is of
Ž . n Ž .minimal order and satisfies o a s p F o b .
² : ² : ² p ny i: p ny i Ž u. p ny iIf a l b s a / 1 then a s b for some u g Z and
Ž yu . p ny i ² yu :by the regularity of G we get ab s 1. But G s ab , b and
Ž yu . ny i n Ž .o ab F p - p s o a , in contradiction to the choice of a.
² : ² : ² : ² b:So assume, from now on, that a l b s 1. If a l a / 1 then
bny 1 ny1 ny1 bp p p² : ² : ² :a s a s a .Ž .
Ž p ny 1. Ž p ny 1.As o a s p, we get b g C a . Therefore, by the regularity of G,G
we have
ny 1 ny1p p1 s a , b s a, b .
² p ny 1: ² p ny 1: Ž . Ž .Thus a and b are subgroups of Z G and as Z G is cyclic
Ž . Ž . ² p ny 1: ² p ny 1: ² : ² :and o a F o b , we get a F b , in contradiction to a l b
² : ² b: Ž . ² :s 1. Hence a l a s 1 and consequently Z G l a s 1. It follows
Ž .by 4 and Theorem 13 that
ppw x w xa , b s a, b s 1.
p ² : Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence a g a l Z G s 1 and a g Z G by Lemma 8. Thus GrZ G2 2
is cyclic and G is of class 2, a final contradiction.
p Ž .COROLLARY 15. For p ) 2 we ha¤e G F Z G and for p s 2 we ha¤e
4 Ž .G F Z G .
Ž .Proof. If p ) 2, then by 4 and Theorem 13, we get for all a, b g G
w p x w x p p Ž . Ž .a , b s a, b s 1, yielding G F Z G . If p s 2, then by 3 and
Proposition 12
Ž .4 4 4y1 r24w x w x w xa , b s a, b a, b , a s 1
4 Ž .yielding G F Z G .
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 16. If cl G F 2 and p ) 2, then F G F Z G . In partic-
Ž . Ž .ular, F G F Z G if p ) 3.
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p Ž . Ž ..Proof. If p ) 2 then G F Z G , by Corollary 15 and if cl G F 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then G9 F Z G . Thus F G F Z G . If p ) 3, then cl G F 2 by Theo-
rem 14.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 17. If p ) 2 then b G F 2 and if p s 2 then b G F 3.
Proof. Let a g G. Clearly
² : ² :G : C a s G : N a ? N a : C a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G G G G
< Ž² :. < Ž² :. gBy Proposition 9 we have G : N a F p. If g g N a then a sG G
i iy1 w x iy1 w x Ž .a s a ? a s a a, g for some i g Z, whence a s a, g . If exp G9 F
j Ž iy1. j j gp , then o a F p and there are at most p choices for a for all
Ž² :. < Ž² :. Ž . < jg g N a . Thus N a : C a F p . By Theorem 13 j s 1 if p ) 2G G G
< Ž . < 2and j s 2 if p s 2. Thus, if p ) 2 then G : C a F p and if p s 2 thenG
3< Ž . <G : C a F p .G
< < 2 < Ž . < 3COROLLARY 18. If p ) 2 then either G9 F p or GrZ G s p . In
Ž Ž ..the latter case exp GrZ G s p.
Ž . w xProof. By Corollary 17 b G F 2. Hence, by Corollary 1 in 3 , either
< < 2 < Ž . < 3 p Ž .G9 F p or GrZ G s p . As by Corollary 15 G F Z G , in the latter
Ž Ž ..case exp GrZ G s p.
² : < < 2COROLLARY 19. If p ) 2 and G s a, b , then G9 F p .
w x w x:GProof. By Theorem 13 o a, b F p. By Lemma 8 either - a, b s
²w x: ²w x:G ²w x: ²w x g: < <a, b or a, b s a, b = a, b for some g g G. Thus G9 s
G 2<²w x: <a, b F p .
Ž . < < 2THEOREM 20. If p ) 2 and cl G s 2 then G9 F p . In particular,
< < 2G9 F p if p ) 3.
Proof. By Theorem 14 it suffices to prove the former claim. By Corol-
< < 2 < Ž . < 3lary 18 either G9 F p or GrZ G s p , so we need only to prove that
< < 2 < Ž . < 3 Ž .G9 F p if GrZ G s p . By Corollary 16 GrZ G is elementary abelian
3 Ž .of order p , so there exist a, b, y g G such that GrZ G s
² Ž . Ž . Ž .: ² : Ž .aZ G , bZ G , yZ G s a, b, y Z G . Without loss of generality we
² : nmay assume that G s a, b, y with a of maximal order p in G. If
² : ² p ny 1 w x: < < 2a eG then G9 F a , b, y and by Theorem 13 G9 F p , as re-
}
² : < Ž² :. <quired. So assume that a U G. By Proposition 9 G : N a s p, so weG
Ž² :. ² :G ² : ²w x:may assume that b f N a , whence A s a s a = a, b . SinceG
w x w x Ž .a, y g A, it suffices to prove that b, y g A, since then G9 F V A1
< < 2 w x ²w x w x: < < 2yielding G9 F p . If a, y s 1 then G9 F a, b , b, y and G9 F p . So
w x w x ² :assume that a, y / 1. Now if g g G and a, g / 1 then gA eGrA.}
Ž . Ž . w x ² : ² :Indeed, since o a G o g , it follows by Lemma 2.1.6 in 2 that a l g
Ž² :. Ž² :.s 1. If a g N g l N ag , thenG G
¤uw x w xa, g s g s a, ag s agŽ .
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Ž² :. ¤ ² : ² :for some u, ¤ g Z and since a g N g , we get a g a l g s 1.G
n Ž . Ž . w x Ž .¤Thus p divides ¤ and since o a G o ag , it follows that a, g s ag s
Ž² :. Ž² :.1, a contradiction. Hence either a f N g or a f N ag , yieldingG G
² w x: ² w x: ² :either g, a, g eG or ag, a, g eG. In both cases we get gA eGrA,} } }
² : ² :as claimed. In particular we conclude that bA eG and yA eG. Again} }
w x ² : ² :by Lemma 2.1.6 in 2 we may assume that bA l yA s A, yielding
w xb, y g A, as required.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 21. If p ) 2 and cl G s 3 then p s 3, exp G s 9 and
< <G9 F 9.
Ž .Proof. By Theorem 14 p s 3 and by Theorem 13 exp G9 s p. By
Ž . Ž .Lemma 8 exp G ) p, since otherwise cl G F 2. First we claim that there
n w x Ž .exists a g G of maximal order, say p , and b g G such that a, b f Z G .
w x Ž . nOtherwise x, y g Z G for every x g G of order p and for every
Ž . n w xy g G. Let g be an arbitrary element of G. If o g s p , then g, y g
Ž . Ž . n Ž . n w x Ž .Z G by our assumption. If o g - p and o x s p , then x, g g Z G
and
ny 1 ny1 ny1 Ž ny 1Ž ny 1 .. ny 1p p y1 r2p p p pw xxg s x g x , g s x / 1Ž .
Ž . nwhence o xg s p and hence
gw x w x w x w x w xxg , y s x , y g , y s x , y g , y g Z GŽ .
w x Ž .for every y g G. It follows that g, y g Z G and since g and y were
Ž .arbitrary elements of G, we have reached the contradiction G9 F Z G . So
Ž . n w xour claim is true and let a, b g G be such that o a s p and a, b f
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x Ž .Z G . If o b s p, then by Lemma 8 b g Z G and a, b g Z G , a2
Ž . m p Ž . ² p:contradiction. So o b s p ) p. Since by Corollary 15 G F Z G , a
Ž . w x ² : w x ² :F Z G and hence a, b f a . Similarly a, b f b and as G9 F
Ž . ² w x: ² :²w x:Norm G by Proposition 10, we conclude that a, a, b s a a, b eG
}
² :²w x: Ž ² :²w x:. ² p ny 1:and b a, b e G. Therefore V p a a, b s a =1}
²w x: Ž² :²w x:. ² p my 1: ²w x:a, b eG and V b a, b s b = a, b eG. Hence1} }
² p ny 1: ² : ² p my 1: ² :w x w xa = a, b l b = a, b eGŽ . Ž . }
²w x:and since a, b eu G, we get}
² p ny 1: ² : ² p my 1: ² :w x w xa = a, b s b = a, b .
p ny 1 p my 1 Ž .As n, m ) 1, Corollary 15 implies that a , b g Z G and since
w x Ž .a, b f Z G , we conclude that
² p ny 1: ² p my 1:a s b .
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² : ² :This consideration shows that a l c / 1 for all c g G satisfying
w x Ž . w x Ž² :. Ž² :.a, c f Z G . Moreover, it follows that a, b, b g V b s V a and1 1
w x w x ² : ² : ² : ² p h:both a, b, b , a, b, a g a . Write a l b s b , replacing b by its
Ž u. p h p hpower prime to p, if necessary. Then a s b for some u g Z and
hy 1 hy1 hy1 Ž hy 1Ž hy 1 ..p p y1 r2p pyu yu p yuw xa b s a b a , bŽ . Ž .
¤ wyu yu yuw x w x= a , b , b a , b , a
for some ¤ , w g Z. If either p divides u or h ) 1, then we get
p h p h hyu yu pa b s a b s 1Ž . Ž .
and
p hy 1 hy1yu r p ² :a b s a b f aŽ .
r p hy 1 ² : p hy 1 ² :for some r g Z, where a b f a follows from b f a . Thus
² : ² yu : w yu x w x Ž .a l a b s 1 with a, a b s a, b f Z G , a contradiction. So
Ž u.3 3 Ž . Ž .h s 1, p does not divide u, a s b , and o a s o b . Since we can
yu Ž yu . Ž .replace b by a b, we also have o a b s o b ) 3. On the other hand,
Ž yu .3 3 Ž yu .3 Ž yu .since a b s 1, we get a b g G9 and by Theorem 13 o a b s 9.
Thus
o a s o b s o ayu b s 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 3 3and exp G s 9. Moreover we can assume that a s b .
< < ² :²w x:It remains to show that G9 F 9. Let M s a a, b eG. It suffices to
}
Ž .prove that GrM is abelian, since then G9 F M and as exp G9 s p, we get
² 3: ²w x: < < 2 Ž² :.G9 F a = a, b and G9 F p . Take any g g G. If b f N g ,G
² w x: ² :²w x:then g, b, g eG and since b a, b eG we get
} }
² :² : ² 3: ² : ² 3: ² :w x w x w x w xb , g g V b a, b s b = a, b s a = a, b F MŽ .1
² w x: ² : Ž² :.yielding g, b, g MrM s gM eGrM. Assume now that b g N g .G}
w x w x gw x Ž . w x Ž .Consider ag, b s a, b g, b . If o g F 3, then g, b g Z G by Lemma
Ž . w x ² :8 and if o g s 9, then as g, b g g is of order 1 or 3, we have
w x ² 3: w x 3 Ž . w x g Ž .g, b g g , whence again g, b g G F Z G . Since a, b f Z G , we
w x Ž . Ž . w xconclude that ag, b f Z G , which implies that o ag s 9. If ag, b g
² : Žw x. w x ²Ž .3: Ž .ag then, as o ag, b s 3, we must have ag, b g ag F Z G , a
Ž² :. ² : ² :contradiction. So b f N ag and as before agM s gM eGrM.G }
Thus GrM is a Dedekind group and is hence abelian since p ) 2. The
proof is complete.
< < 2 < < 6COROLLARY 22. If p ) 2 then G9 F p and if p s 2 then G9 F 2 .
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Proof. If p ) 2, then the result follows from Theorem 20 and Proposi-
Ž . w x < <tion 21. If p s 2, then by Corollary 17 b s b G F 3 and by 10 G9 F
bŽbq1.r2 62 F 2 .
THEOREM 23. Let G be a finite p-group of class 3 with p ) 2. Then
G g J if and only if p s 3 and G s AB is a product of two subgroups A and
B satisfying the following properties:
Ž . ² : 3 y3i A s a, b where a, b are elements of A of order 9, a s b ,
b w x Ž . w x y3 w xa s a a, b s ac with o c s 3 and c, a s a , c, b s 1;
Ž . Ž . Ž . ² 3: w x w x ² 3:ii cl B F 2, exp B s 3, B9 F a and B, a s 1, B, b F a .
Ž . Ž .Proof. First assume that G s AB and A, B satisfy i and ii . Then
² 3: Ž . ² 3: ²w x: w x Ž .a F Z G and G9 s a = a, b , with c s a, b f Z G . Clearly
Ž . Ž .G is a 3-group, exp G s 9 and exp G9 s 3.
w x ² 3:We claim that x, G F a holds for elements x of G of order 3 and
² 3: ² 3:x s a holds for elements x of G of order 9. Every element x g G
u ¤ w w xis of the form x s a b c h, where u, ¤ , w g Z and h g B. As B, G F
² 3: Ž . w x Ž . Ž .a F Z G and c, G F Z G , we have c, h g Z G and by our as-2
Ž . Ž . < Ž .sumptions o c , o h 3. It is easy to check that if cl G F 3 and y, z g G
then
3 53 3 3w x w x w xyz s y z z , y z , y , y z , y , z . 5Ž . Ž .
w x w x w x w x y3Taking into account that a, b, b s c, b s 1, a, b, a s c, a s a , and
b3 s ay3 we get
3 33 u ¤ w 3u 3¤ ¤ u u 3w 3w xx s a b c h s a b b , a , a c hŽ . Ž .
yu 2 ¤ 23u y3¤ 3Žuy¤qu ¤ .w xs a a a, b , a s a .
If x 3 s 1 then 3 divides u y ¤ q u2 ¤ , which implies, as can be easily
Ž . 3k 3 l w Ž .checked, that u, ¤ ’ 0 mod 3 . Thus x s a b c h g Z G , whence2
w x Ž . ² 3: Ž . 3 ² :x, G F G9 l Z G s a . If o x s 9, then x g a implies that
² 3: ² 3:x s a . So our claim holds.
3 w² : x ² 3:Now let x be any element of G. If x s 1, then x , G F a and for
Ž² :. w² : x ²w x: ² 3: Ž .each g g G y N x we have x , G s x, g s a g Z G andG
² g: ² : ² : ² : ² :Gw x w xx , x s x , x , g s x x , G s x eG.}
Ž . ² 3: ² 3: Ž² :. w x ² :If o x s 9, then x s a . If g g G y N x , then x, g f xG
² 3: w x ² g: ² g:and G9 s x = x, g F x, x . Thus x, x eG for all x g G and}
Ž² :.g g G y N x , which implies that G g J.G
Ž .Conversely, suppose that p ) 2, cl G s 3, and G g J. By Proposition
Ž . Ž .21 p s 3, exp G9 s 3, and exp G s 9. Arguing as in the proof of
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Ž . Ž . w xProposition 21, there exist a, b g G with o a s o b s 9, c s a, b f
Ž . ² : ² : ² 3: ² 3: Ž . ² 3: ² :Z G , c f a j b , a s b , o c s 3, and G9 s a = c . By
² 3: Ž . Ž . ² 3:Corollary 15 a F Z G , so G9 l Z G s a . Moreover, by the proof
² : ² : w x Ž . Ž .of Proposition 21, a l d / 1 whenever a, d f Z G . Since cl G s 3
w x Ž . ² 3: w x ² 3: w xwe get c, a g Z G l G9 s a and similarly c, b g a . Thus c, a
3u w x 3¤s a and c, b s a for some u, ¤ g Z. Without loss of generality,
w w xeventually changing b by some a b, w g Z, we can assume that c, b s 1.
Ž w . w Ž .We still have o a b s 9, since otherwise, by Lemma 8, a b g Z G and2
bw ww x w x w x w xa, a b s a, b a, a s a, b g Z G ,Ž .
Ž .a contradiction. Also, by 5 ,
3 53w 3w 3 w w w w 3² :w x w x w xa b s a b b , a b , a , a b , a , b g aŽ .
w w w x w w x Ž . ² 3: ²Ž w .3: ² 3:since b, a , a , b, a , b g G9 l Z G s a , yielding a b s a ,
as required. Also, changing possibly b by by1, we can assume that
w x y3 3 Ž 3. y  4 Ž . w y1 xc, a s a . Now a s b for some y g 1, y1 . Using 5 , c , b s
w x w y1 x 3b, a, b s 1, and c , a s a , we get
3 3 3 3 3 y 3 3Ž1qyq1.w xab s a b b , a, a s a a a s a .Ž .
Ž . 3 y3 ² :As seen above, o ab s 9, so y s y1 and a s b . Take A s a, b .
w x ² 3: ²w x: ²w x: ²w x:For every g g G we have a, g g a = a, b s a, c = a, b ,
w x w xso using c, b s a, b, b s 1 we get
s r s r r sw x w x w x w x w x w xa, g s a, c a, b s a, c a, b s a, b c
Ž . r sfor some s, r g Z. Hence g g C a b c . Since g was an arbitrary elementG
Ž . Ž . w xof G, we conclude that G s AC a . For any z g C a we have a, bz sG G
w x z Ž . ² : ² : Ž .3 ² 3: Ž . Ž .3a, b f Z G , so a l bz / 1 and bz g a . But, by 5 , bz s
3 3w xw x 3 w x w x ² 3:b z z, b, b b, z, z , with b , z, b, b , b, z, z g a , so we conclude that
3 ² 3: 3 Ž u .3z g a . Hence either z s 1 or a z s 1 for some u g Z, and we can
Ž Ž .. w x Ž .write G s AB, where B s V C a . Clearly B, a s 1 and cl B F 2 by1 G
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Lemma 8. Since cl G F 2 and exp G9 s 3, it follows by 5 that exp B
Ž . ² 3: Ž .s 3. Moreover, B9 F G9 l C a s a and as B : Z G , we getG 2
w x Ž . ² 3: Ž .B, b g Z G l G9 s a . Thus A and B satisfy the conditions i and
Ž .ii , and the proof of the theorem is complete.
IV. ON SOLVABLE INFINITE J-GROUPS
In this section we shall investigate solvable, nilpotent, locally graded,
and locally finite infinite J-groups.
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We begin with the following basic
THEOREM 24. Let G be a finitely generated infinite non-abelian group.
Then G is a sol¤able J-group if and only if G9 is of prime order.
Proof. If G9 is of prime order, then G is solvable and G g J, as shown
in Section I. So it suffices to show that if G g J is a finitely generated
< <infinite solvable non-abelian group then G9 is a prime. Our first claim is
that G is polycyclic. This is obvious if G is abelian and by induction on the
derived length of G we can assume that there exists a normal abelian
subgroup B of G with GrB polycyclic. Thus GrB is finitely presented
w xand by Lemma 1.43 in 6 B is finitely generated as a G-module, i.e.,
² :G ² :G  4B s b ??? b . As G g J, for any i g 1, . . . , n we have either1 n
² : ² g: ² :Gb eG or b , b eG for some g g G, and hence b is finitelyi i i i} }
generated for all i. It follows that B is finitely generated and consequently
G is polycyclic, as claimed.
ˇ w xNext we prove that G is abelian-by-finite. By a result of Smelkin 9 ,
given any prime p, there exists a normal subgroup C of finite index in Gp
which is a residually finite p-group. Let p ) 3, and let C s C . Then therep
Ž .exists a set N of normal subgroups of C with F N s 1 and CrNi ig I ig I i i
<Ž . < 2being finite p-groups for all i. By Theorem 20 CrN 9 F p for all i andi
< < 2consequently C9 F p . Thus G is finite-by-abelian-by-finite and being
finitely generated, G is abelian-by-finite, as claimed.
Our next step is to show that G is central-by-finite. Since G is abelian-
by-finite, there exists DeG which is abelian of finite index, such that
}
D s T = V, where T is finite and V is a finitely generated torsion-free
group. Hence F s D <T < is a normal abelian torsion-free subgroup of G of
Ž .finite index in G. We want to show that F F Z G . Assume, to the
Ž . w xcontrary, that there exists a g F y Z G . Then a, x / 1 for some x g G.
p Ž² :. ² w x p:For any prime p, we have either a g N x or x, a, x eG. ButG }
p Ž² :.a g N x is impossible. Indeed, suppose that x is of an infinite order.G
a p y1 a p y1 Ž n.a p ynThen x s x or x . If x s x , then x s x for all n g N. But
x m g F for some m g N, whence xym s x m, a contradiction. If x a p s x,
w p x w x p w xthen x, a s 1 s x, a , which implies that x, a s 1, again a contradic-
² : w p xtion. If, finally, x is of finite order, then F l x s 1 and a , x g F l
² : w xx s 1 and as before x, a s 1, a contradiction. Therefore
² w x p: ² : p w xx, a, x eG and hence x F eG. Thus, for any prime p, x, a s
} }
u p p w x px c , where u is an integer and c g F . In particular x, a, x g F forp p p
any prime p and since F is a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group,
p w x mwe have F F s 1, which implies that x, a, x s 1. As x g F for somep
w m x w xm w xm g N, we get 1 s a, x s a, x and a, x s 1, a final contradiction.
Ž . Ž .We conclude that a g Z G and F F Z G . Thus G is central-by-finite, as
claimed.
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Since G is central-by-finite, G9 is finite and all elements of G of finite
Ž .order form a subgroup T G . Let M be a maximal normal nilpotent
subgroup of G of class F 2. Since G is solvable and non-abelian, we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .M ) Z G and there exists a g M y Z G . Since Z G is a finitely gener-
ated infinite abelian group, we may assume that a is of infinite order.
w x w xThere exists x g G such that a, x / 1. As a, x is of finite order, we
Ž² :. ² w x: w x Ž² :.conclude that x f N a and a, a, x eG. If a, x f N a thenG G}
² w x: w x Ž . Ž . ² w x:a, a, x, a eG. But a, x, a g C a since cl M F 2, so a, a, x, a sG}
² :²w x: w x Ž² :²w x:.a a, x, a eG. Since G9 is finite, we get a, x g T a a, x, a s
}
²w x: w x Ž² :. Ž² :.a, x, a , yielding a, x g C a F N a , a contradiction. ThusG G
w x Ž² :. w x ² :a, x g N a and since a, x, a g a is of finite order, we haveG
w x ² w x: ² : ²w x:a, x, a s 1 and hence a, a, x s a = a, x eG. Consequently}
²w x: Ž² w x:.a, x s T a, a, x eG. We may assume that x is of an infinite
}
order, changing x by ax, if necessary.
Žw x.We wish to show, now, that o a, x s p, a prime. Indeed, let p be a
Žw x. p Ž² :. p Ž² :.prime dividing o a, x . If a g N x , then a g C x since x is ofG G
w p x w x p pan infinite order, yielding 1 s a , x s a, x , as claimed. If a f
Ž² :. ² w x p: ² :²w x p: ²w x:N x then x, a, x s x a, x eG as G g J and a, x eG.G } }
w x Ž² :²w x p:. ²w x p:Thus a, x g T x a, x s a, x , a contradiction. Therefore
²w x:N s a, x has order p.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, it suffices to show that G9 F N.
Let g be any element of G. Then there exists i, 0 F i F 2, such that both
i iq1 w i xgx and gx are of infinite order. Moreover, either a, gx / 1 or
w iq1 x w i xa, gx / 1. Assume, without loss of generality, that a, gx / 1. Then it
² :G ² w i x: ² : ²w i x:follows as above that a s a, a, gx s a = a, gx . But we know
² :G ² : Ž² :G. ²w i x: wthat a s a = N. Therefore N s T a s a, gx . Since a,
i x Ž² i:. ² i w i x: ² i:gx / 1, it follows that a f N gx and gx , a, gx s gx N eG.G }
² i:Hence gx NrN eGrN and again by order considerations we get
}
² i: Ž . ² : Ž .gx NrN F Z GrN . Thus gN g xN Z GrN for any g g G, and we
² : Ž .conclude that GrN s xN Z GrN is an abelian group. Hence G9 F N,
as required.
Theorem 24 yields
COROLLARY 25. Let G g J be a locally sol¤able group. Then the following
hold:
Ž .1 G is sol¤able.
Ž . Ž .2 dl G F 3.
Ž .3 If G is a torsion group then it is locally ‘‘ finite of deri¤ed length at
most 3.’’
Ž . < <4 If G is not a torsion group then G9 is either 1 or a prime.
Ž .5 If G is torsion-free then it is abelian.
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Proof. Suppose, first, that G is finitely generated. Then G is solvable.
Ž .If G is finite, then dl G F 3 by Proposition 11. If G is infinite, then
Ž .dl G F 2 by Theorem 24. So for finitely generated solvable J-groups we
Ž .have dl G F 3. Now let G be an arbitrary locally solvable J-group. Since
the third derived subgroup of G is generated by those of its finitely
generated subgroups, it follows that the third derived subgroup of G is
Ž . Ž . Ž .trivial, whence G is solvable and dl G F 3. Thus 1 and 2 hold.
Suppose, next, that G is a torsion group and let N be a finitely
Ž .generated subgroup of G. By 2 it suffices to prove that N is finite.
Suppose that N is infinite. Then N is non-abelian and by Theorem 24 N9
is of prime order. But NrN9 is finite and hence N is finite, a contradic-
Ž .tion. So 3 also holds.
Suppose, now, that G is not a torsion group and let x g G be of an
infinite order. Then each finitely generated subgroup of G can be embed-
ded, by adding x to it, in an infinite finitely generated subgroup of G,
whose derived subgroup is either trivial or of prime order by Theorem 24.
< < Ž .It follows that also G9 is either 1 or a prime, as claimed in 4 .
Ž . Ž .Finally, 5 follows immediately from 4 .
Similar results may be obtained for locally graded groups.
COROLLARY 26. Let G be a finitely generated infinite non-abelian locally
< <graded group. Then G g J if and only if G9 is a prime.
< <Proof. If G9 is a prime, then G g J as shown in Section I. So it
suffices to show that if G g J is a finitely generated locally graded
< <non-abelian infinite group then G9 is a prime.
Let R be the solvable residual of G. Then GrR is solvable, since by
Corollary 25 a finitely generated solvable group in J has a bounded
derived length. Also GrR is polycyclic by the proof of Theorem 24. Hence,
since G g J, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 24, we conclude that R is
finitely generated. Assume that R / 1. Since G is locally graded, there
exists N 1 R, N / R, such that RrN is finite. Since R is finitely gener-
ated, we may assume that N is characteristic in R, whence N eG. Now
}
RrN g J is finite, so it is solvable and hence GrN is solvable, contradict-
< <ing the choice of R. So R s 1 and G is solvable. By Theorem 24 G9 is a
prime, as claimed.
COROLLARY 27. Let G g J be a locally graded group. Then the following
hold:
Ž . Ž .1 G is sol¤able and dl G F 3.
Ž .2 If G is a torsion group then it is locally ‘‘ finite of deri¤ed length at
most 3.’’
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Ž . < <3 If G is not a torsion group then G9 is either 1 or a prime.
Ž .4 If G is torsion-free then it is abelian.
Ž .Proof. By Corollary 25 it suffices to prove 1 . By Corollary 26 and
Proposition 11, all finitely generated subgroups of G have derived length
at most 3 and hence also the derived length of G is at most 3.
We shall apply now Theorem 24 for the investigation of infinite nilpo-
tent J-groups.
COROLLARY 28. Let G be an finitely generated infinite non-abelian group.
Ž .Then G is a nilpotent J-group if and only if G9 is a subgroup of Z G of prime
Ž .order. In particular, if G is a nilpotent J-group, then cl G s 2.
Ž .Proof. If G9 is a subgroup of Z G of prime order, the G is nilpotent
and G g J by Theorem 24. Conversely, if G g J is a finitely generated
infinite non-abelian nilpotent group, then by Theorem 24 G9 is of prime
w xorder and by the nilpotency of G we must have G9, G s 1.
A proof similar to that of Corollary 25 yields
COROLLARY 29. Let G g J be a locally nilpotent group. Then the follow-
ing hold:
Ž .1 G is nilpotent.
Ž . Ž .2 cl G F 3.
Ž .3 If G is a torsion group then it is locally ‘‘ finite of class 3 at most.’’
Ž . Ž .4 If G is not a torsion group then G9 is a subgroup of Z G of order 1
or of prime order.
We conclude this section with a description of infinite locally finite
J-groups.
THEOREM 30. Let G be an infinite locally finite J-group. Then the
following hold:
Ž . Ž .1 G is sol¤able and dl G F 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Either G s Z G or GrZ G is a finite Frobenius group of the3 3
special type described in Theorem 5.
Proof. By Proposition 11 all finitely generated subgroups of G have
derived length at most 3 and hence also the derived length of G is at most
Ž . Ž .3. Thus 1 holds and it remains only to prove 2 . If all finite subgroups of
G are nilpotent, then by Proposition 10 each finite subgroup of G is of
class 3 at most, whence, also G is nilpotent of class 3 at most and
Ž .G s Z G . So suppose that there exists a finite non-nilpotent subgroup H3
Ž .of G. Let K be a finite subgroup of G containing H and let X s Z K .3
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By Theorem 5 and Proposition 11 KrX is a Frobenius group with an
elementary abelian kernel and cyclic complements. Since H is non-nilpo-
tent, H s HrX l H is a non-nilpotent group, which is isomorphic to a
Ž . Ž .subgroup of KrX. Thus Z H s 1, H l X s Z H , and H is a Frobe-3
nius group. This means, by Theorem 5, that the kernels of H and KrX are
p-groups of order p or p2 for the same prime p. The Frobenius comple-
ment of KrX has order at most equal to the order of the automorphism
group of the kernel, so the order of KrX is bounded. Choose K such that
< <KrX is the maximal possible. Now if L is a finite subgroup of G
Ž . < <containing K, and if Y s Z L , then the maximality of KrX implies3
< < < <that LrY s KrX . Since X s K l Y, we get L s KY. Now G is the
union of all such L and if W denotes the union of all the corresponding
subgroups Y, then G s KW. Let y g W and a, b, c g G. Then y g Y
² : Ž .corresponding to some L. Let M s L, a, b, c ; then Y s L l Z M and3
Ž . w x Ž .hence y g Z M , yielding y, a, b, c s 1. This shows that y g Z G and3 3
Ž .hence W : Z G . Since G is non-nilpotent and X ; W, it follows that3
Ž .GrZ G is a finite non-nilpotent J-group with a trivial center, and hence3
is a Frobenius group of the special type described in Theorem 5.
V. ON NON-SOLVABLE INFINITE J-GROUPS
In order to describe the non-solvable infinite J-groups we must intro-
duce and investigate a generalization of Tarski’s Monsters.
Ž .DEFINITION. A Tarski Super Monster TSM for short is an infinite
simple group with all proper subgroups abelian.
PROPOSITION 31. Let G be a TSM. Then the following hold:
Ž .1 G is generated by two elements.
Ž .2 E¤ery proper subgroup of G is contained in a maximal subgroup of G.
Ž .3 Two distinct maximal subgroups of G intersect tri¤ially.
Ž .4 G contains no in¤olutions.
Proof. Since G is an infinite simple group, it contains two non-commut-
² :ing elements u and ¤ . By the definition of a TSM, G s u, ¤ . Thus G is
finitely generated and hence each proper subgroup of G is contained in a
maximal subgroup of G.
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G and let x g M, x / 1. Then
Ž .M s C x and if K is another maximal subgroup of G containing x, thenG
Ž .K s C x s M. Thus distinct maximal subgroups of G intersect trivially.G
Ž .Suppose that t g G is an involution and let M s C t . If a g G y MG
then M a is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing t a. If t a g M
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a Ž .then M s M and hence N M ) M, yielding M eG, in contradiction toG }
the simplicity of G. Thus t and t a lie in different maximal subgroups of G,
² a:which implies that G s t, t is dihedral, which again is impossible. Thus
G contains no involutions.
THEOREM 32. An infinite simple group G is a J-group if and only if G is a
TSM.
Ž² :.Proof. Let G be a TSM. Let x g G, x / 1 and let g g G y N x .G
Ž² :. Ž .Then by the arguments of Proposition 31 N x s C x is the uniqueG G
maximal subgroup of G containing x. Moreover, x and x g lie in different
² g:maximal subgroups of G, whence x, x s G. Thus G is a J-group.
Conversely, let G be an infinite simple J-group. Let H be a proper
² :subgroup of G and let a g H. If a is not normal in H let x g H y
Ž² :. ² x:N a . Then, by the J property of G, a, a is a non-trivial normalH
² :subgroup of G contained in H, a contradiction. Thus a is normal in H,
which means that every proper subgroup of G is Dedekind. Let t g G be
² :an involution. Then t is not normal in G and hence there exists
Ž² :. ² g:g g G y N t . By the J-property t, t eG, which by the simplicity ofG }
² g:G implies that G s t, t is dihedral, a contradiction. Thus G contains
no involutions and hence every proper subgroup of G, being Dedekind, is
abelian and G is a TSM.
Our main result in this section is the following description of non-solva-
ble J-groups.
THEOREM 33. Let G be a non-sol¤able J-group. Then G has a normal
series 1 F K F N F G such that:
Ž .1 GrN is a Dedekind group.
Ž .2 N is a 2-generated perfect group and NrK is a TSM.
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 K s F N s Z N .
In particular, if G is perfect, then G s N.
Proof. Let H be any proper subgroup of G. Write X s x g H ‹
² : 4 ² : ² :x e H , Y s H y X, S s X , and T s Y . Then H s X j Y, whence
}
H s S j T. But no group is a union of two proper subgroups, so either
H s S or H s T.
If H s S then H is generated by normal cyclic groups. Such a group is
locally nilpotent and by Corollary 29 H is nilpotent of class 3 at most. If
Ž² :. ² a:H s T , let x g Y and let a g H y N x . Then x, x is a non-trivialG
subgroup of H which is normal in G. Since H is generated by such
² a:subgroups x, x , it follows that H 1 G. Thus each subgroup of G is
either nilpotent of class 3 at most or normal in G. Since G is non-solvable,
not all subgroups of G are nilpotent of class 3 at most.
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Let H be a non-nilpotent subgroup of G and let H F K. Then K is also
non-nilpotent, so it is normal in G. It follows that all subgroups of G
containing H are normal in G, whence GrH is Dedekind. Let N be the
intersection of all non-nilpotent subgroups of G. Since the factor group
over each non-nilpotent subgroup of G is nilpotent of class 2 at most,
GrN also is nilpotent of class 2 at most. Hence N is non-nilpotent, since
otherwise G would be solvable. It follows that GrN is Dedekind.
By the definition of N, each subgroup of G not containing N is
nilpotent. In particular, each proper subgroup of N is nilpotent. If N is
not finitely generated, then it is locally nilpotent and hence nilpotent by
Corollary 29, a contradiction. Thus N is finitely generated and it has
maximal normal subgroups. Let K be a maximal normal subgroup of N.
Then K is nilpotent and therefore NrK is not finite, since otherwise it
would follow from NrK being a J-group that NrK is solvable, implying
that N and hence G are solvable, a contradiction. Thus NrK is an infinite
simple J-group, which is a TSM by Theorem 32. Let M be a maximal
subgroup of N. Then M is nilpotent, so MK is solvable and hence MK is a
proper subgroup of N. It follows by the maximality of M that MK s M,
Ž .yielding K F M. Thus K F F N and by the maximality of K we get
Ž .K s F N . Since NrK is a TSM, it follows by Proposition 31 that it is
2-generated and hence so is N.
Ž .Since K s F N and NrK is simple, it follows that if Re N then
}
either R s N or R F K. Thus N has no proper subgroups of finite index
and N is a perfect group. To complete the proof, it remains only to show
Ž . ² : Ž .that K F Z N . Let x g K. If x 1 N, then NrC x is a finite group,N
Ž . Ž . ² :whence N s C x and x g Z G . Suppose, now, that x U N and letN
Ž² :.g g N y N x . Our aim is to reach a contradiction, which will completeN
² g:the proof of the theorem. Since G g J, we know that Q s x, x e N and
}
Q F K since x g K. Thus Q is a finitely generated nilpotent group, so it is
w xpolycyclic and hence residually finite. By a theorem of Baumslag 1 the
Ž .automorphism group of Q is residually finite. Hence NrC Q is residu-N
Ž .ally finite. But N has no proper subgroups of finite index, so C Q s NN
Ž .and x g Z N , a contradiction.
The perfect J-groups are related to the following generalization of the
TSM-groups.
Ž .DEFINITION. A Perfect Tarski Super Monster PTSM for short is an
infinite perfect group with all proper subgroups abelian.
THEOREM 34. Let G be an infinite perfect group. Then G g J if and only
if G is a PTSM.
Ž .Proof. Suppose, first, that G g J and let Z s Z G . Then by Theorem
Ž .33 GrZ is a TSM and F G s Z. Let A be a proper subgroup of G and
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² : Ž² :.let x g A. Suppose that x U A. Then there exists g g A y N xA
² g:which satisfies R s x, x eG. But then RZrZeGrZ and hence either
} }
² : Ž .R F Z and x e A, a contradiction, or RZ s G and as Z s F G ,}
G s R F A, again a contradiction. So A is a Dedekind group. By Proposi-
tion 31 GrZ has no elements of order 2, so the Sylow 2-subgroup of A is
contained in Z and hence A is abelian. It flows that G is a PTSM.
² :Suppose, now, that G is a PTSM. Let x g G and suppose that x U G.
Ž² :. Ž .Then M s N x is abelian, whence M s C x and it is a maximalG G
subgroup of G. If K is another maximal subgroup of G containing x, then
Ž .K s C x s M and consequently M is the unique maximal subgroup ofG
g g Ž .G containing x. Let g g G y M. If x g M, then M s M and N M )G
M, yielding M eG. Since M is maximal in G, GrM is of a prime order, in}
contradiction to the perfectness of G. So x g f M and there exists no
² g: ² g:maximal subgroup of G containing x, x . Thus x, x s G and it
follows that G g J.
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